**Adult Critical Care Transport**

**Flow Chart**

- **Physician writes order.** Primary nurse notified of order

- **Unit Secretary receives written order and places order in computer system.**

---

**7A – 7P**

- **Unit Secretary pages Transport Team on 952-5461 for all ventilated patients.**

- **Transport Team collaborates with Procedural Units to schedule tests.**

- **Transport Team notifies unit secretary or primary nurse of scheduled patient pick-up**

- **Primary Nurse completes patient preparation for transport ~10 minutes before scheduled patient pick-up.**

---

**7P – 7A**

- **Procedural Unit (except MRI) notifies Unit Secretary of scheduled test time.**

- **Unit Secretary notifies Primary Nurse and the nurse notifies Respiratory Therapist of scheduled procedural time.**

- **Primary nurse and Respiratory Therapist covering patient are responsible for transport 7P-7A.**

---

**Call procedural unit before starting transporting**

- **Transport Team notifies patients Primary Nurse and Therapist of extended transports after transport team hours.**

- **Primary Nurse and Therapist notify Transport Team of impending 7A-7P patient transports.**

---

**Procedure Area Numbers:**
- Adult X-Ray – 42500
- ER X-Ray – 42660
- CT (pager) – 929.3258
- CT (ft desk) – 42590
- CT 53967 / 53968
- CT Reading 53974/57614
- MRI 42645
- MRI Reading 56007
- Nuclear Medicine 42575
- Interventional Rad. 42833

**Transport Team Numbers/Pagers:**
- Charge – 952.5461
- 2 – 952.5462
- 3 – 952.5463
- 4 – 952.5464

**Other Numbers:**
- RT Supv. 929.5083
- SI – 51470  MI – 58800
- CI – 51575  NS – 51626
- ED - 44000

---

For questions or concerns call: John Brinson 601.815.8809